The tight-binding model is closely associated with the modified layer-based randomphase approximation to thoroughly investigate the electron-electron interactions in sliding bilayer graphene. The Coulomb interactions and intralayer and interlayer atomic interactions dominate the collective and electron-hole excitations. The unusual energy bands are directly reflected in the diverse transferred momentum-frequency phase diagrams. In general, there exist two kinds of plasmon modes during the variation of the doping level in sliding bilayer graphene, being accompanied with the complicated intraband and interband single-particle excitations. The excitation behaviors are greatly diversified by the relative shift between two graphene layers. The theoretical predictions can be verified by high-resolution experimental examinations.
be investigated in detail. The work is focused on illustrating the close relations between the main characteristics of energy bands and wave functions and the diverse Coulomb excitation phenomena. According to two pairs of energy bands in bilayer graphenes, whether the single-particle excitation channels, the intrapair intraband, intrapair interband and interpair transitions, present an unusual dependence on the relative shift of two graphene layers and the doping level is worthy of a study. Furthermore, the form, number, frequency and intensity of special structures in the bare response functions are included under the investigations. Most important, the stacking-configuration-and doping-dependent energy loss spectra are expected to exhibit the diverse/various electron-hole boundaries, the acoustic & optical plasmon modes, the significant Landau dampings, and the critical transferred momenta. Specifically, the (momentum, frequency)-phase diagrams are evaluated for the distinct Fermi energies, where they display the screened response functions in the whole region.
The external Coulomb potential due to the incident electron beam is assumed to be 3 uniform on each graphene layer. The π and π electrons on the distinct layers will effectively screen the similar bare Coulomb potentials, leading to the charge redistributions and the induced Coulomb potentials. Moreover, the transferred momentum and frequency (q, φ, ω) are conserved during the dynamic electron-electron interactions, where 0
• ≤ φ ≤ 30
• is the angle between q and ΓK (the first Brilluoin zone). By the Dyson equation, the effective
Coulomb potential between two electrons on the l-and l -th layers is given by [21] 0 V ef f ll (q, ω) = V ll (q) + mm V lm (q)P 
The first term is the bare Coulomb potential V ll = v q e −q|l−l | (the 2D potential v q = 2π e 2 /q associated with a 2D electron gas). The second term corresponds to the induced potential, in which the induced potential is proportional to the screening charge density using the Fourier-transform Poisson equation, and the latter is proportional to the effective potential under the linear self-consistent method. The linear coefficient, the bare polarization, which includes the layer-dependent electron-hole excitations, is expressed by P mm (q, ω) = 2 k h,h =c,v n,n s
Specifically, the excited electron and hole in each excitation pair, which arises from the Coulomb perturbation, frequently appear on distinct layers. U smh 's are the amplitudes related to the six tight-binding functions, s represents the specific A i /B i sublattice, and h denotes the valence/conduction state. Band-structure effects, using the layer-decomposed contributions, have been included in Eq. (2) . From the detailed derivations under the Born approximation, the dimensionless energy loss function, being directly proportional to the measured EELS intensity, is defined as
The denominator is the average of all the external potentials on the N -layer graphene.
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Equation (3) is suitable for any emergent layered systems, such as, the group-IV and group-V 2D materials. This screened response function provides the full information on the diverse plasmon modes, and the bare one in Eq. (2) describes the single-particle (electron-hole)
excitations.
The continuous stacking configurations could be achieved by a relative shift between two graphene layers. The six ones, being chosen below, clearly illustrate the diversified essential properties. One layer is gradually shifted along the armchair direction ( x) according to the following path ( Fig. 1) :
, (e) δ = 11/8; (f) δ = 12/8 (AA ) (shift in the unit of C-C bond length). The interlayer distance is assumed to remain unchanged within the tight-binding model, while it weakly changes with the variation of stacking configuration from the VASP calculations. [20] Also, the numerical method shows that the AB stacking is most stable among all the stackings. The low-energy Hamiltonian, which mainly comes from with four 2p z orbitals in a primitive unit cell, is expressed as
where γ ij is intralayer or the interlayer hopping integral from the i-and j-th lattice sites. Using the well-fitting parametres in , [7] the distance-and angle-dependent 2p zorbital interactions have the analytic form
γ 0 = −2.7 eV is the intralayer nearest-neighbor hopping integral, γ 1 = 0.48 eV interlayer vertical hopping integral, d position vector connecting two lattice sites, d 0 = 3.35Å
interlayer distance, and ρ = 0.184b decay length. This model is very convenient and reliable in describing the various layer-layer interactions in graphene-related sp 2 systems, such as multi-walled carbon nanotubes [18] and multilayer graphenes. [19] It has been successfully generalized to electronic properties under a uniform magnetic field, directly revealing the sliding-induced three kinds of LLs with the special optical selection rules. [7] 5
The low-lying band structures directly reflect the various stacking symmetries in the sliding bilayer graphene. They are equivalent about two valleys K and K , since the inversion symmetry/the equivalent A and B sublattices exists in all the systems. The AA bilayer stacking, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , the first and the second pairs of Dirac cones centered at the K/K point have the initial energies E c,v = 0.32 eV and −0.36 eV, respectively. A strong overlap of two vertical Dirac cones indicates the existence of free electrons and holes.
When a relative shift gradually grows, e.g., δ = 1/8 in Fig. 2 Also, a further change from δ = 1 to 12/8 leads to dramatic transformations of low-lying band structures. As is clear from Fig. 2(d) , the AB stacking possesses two pairs of parabolic dispersions, being characterized by a weak band overlap near E F . With increments of relative shifts, the parabolic bands of the first pair are strongly distorted alongk y and 6 −k y simultaneously, as apparently shown at δ = 11/8 in Fig. 2(e) . The region outside the created eye-shape region, with two new Dirac points at distinct energies, grows rapidly. The unusual band structures of the sliding bilayer systems will create the diverse Coulomb excitation phenomena. These systems possess four atoms in a primitive unit cell under the theoretical calculations, so that the single-particle layer-dependent polarization functions have four components or two independent elements (P 11 =P 22 & P 12 = P 21 ).
The special structures in P 11 and P 12 directly originate from the Fermi momentum states and the band-edge states/the critical points in the energy-wave-vector space, in which their forms could be examined/identified from the energy dispersions, dimensionalities, The small shift deviated from the AA stacking might induce the similar excitation behaviors and the significant differences simultaneously. The δ = 1/8 bilayer system also displays one-/four-peak structure associated with the intrapair intraband/interband excitations in the single-particle polarization functions, as clearly illustrated by the black curves in Figs. 4(e)-4(h) under small transferred momenta. Specifically, the intensity of the lowest-frequency asymmetric peak obviously presents a great decrease, directly reflecting the reduced screening ability. The decline of free carrier density (the decrease of DOS 8 at the Fermi level) and the creation of the stateless eye-shape region are responsible for the weakened Coulomb response. Moreover, the higher-frequency electronic excitations, which arise from the intrapair interband transitions, are available in a more wide ω-range, mainly owing to the enhanced asymmetry of energy spectrum. It should be noticed that the saddle points in the low-lying energy bands, with a very high DOS, do not present any special structures in bare polarization functions. However, the valence and conduction could induce a prominent peak structure in the optical absorption spectrum. Specifically, the imaginary parts of bare response functions could survive in most of (momentum, frequency)-phase diagram. The 2D plasmon modes are expected to experience the rather strong Landau dampings; that is, they might be difficult to present the prominent peak structures in the energy loss spectra.
The further large deviation from the AB stacking, for example, δ The dopings effects create a great diversity in the single-and many-particle electronic excitations. The sliding bilayer graphene is assumed to keep the rigid band structure after the electron/hole doping. The blue shift of E F is chosen for a model study. From the viewpoints of Coulomb excitations, the energy spectra about the Fermi level become more asymmetric. This might lead to the dramatic changes in the bare response func-tions. According to three categories of excitation frequency ranges, the drastic/negligible variations of the special structures are described as follows. As for the AA stacking, the square-root asymmetric peak at ω ∼ 3γ 0 bq almost remains the same in the presence of any dopings, e.g., the approximately identical P 11 and P 12 under E F = 0.4 , 0.2 and 0 eVs (the blue, red; black curves in Figs. 4(a)-4(d) ). Such result directly reflects the fact that the two Dirac-cone structures are highly overlapping and straightly vertical ( Fig. 2(a) ).
However, the strength of polarization functions in the δ = 1/8 stacking is enhanced by the increase of E F , as shown in Figs. 
4(e)-4(h). It is sensitive to the number of the
Fermi-momentum states (Fig. 2(b) ). With the further increase of shift, the δ 6/8 stacking (Fig. 2(c) ). The enlarged square-root peak (the first structure) is attributed to more Fermi-momentum states. Furthermore, the logarithmically symmetric peak in the imaginary part of polarization function (the second structure) is roughly substituted by the shoulder structure. Specially, the AB stacking (Figs. 5(e)-5(f)), with two pairs of parabolic bands ( Fig. 2(d) ), exhibits the dramatic transformation, the variation from the shoulder/symmetric peak structure into the square-root asymmetric peak The energy loss spectra of the sliding bilayer systems could provide the diverse screened phenomena, in which the 2D plasmon modes might be damped by the various electron-hole pair excitations. As to the pristine AA stacking, Fig. 7 (a) clearly illustrates that there are two significant peaks at ω P ∼ 0.22 eV and 1.095 eV under q = 0.005 1/Å, especially for the very prominent former. The first plasmon mode, which is due to the intrapair intraband excitations (Fig. 4(a)-4(d) ), has the excitation frequency much higher than the singleparticle one (0.055 eV). This plasmon is the collective charge oscillations of free electrons and holes purely induced by the rather strong interlayer hopping integrals, The collective excitations do not experience any Landau dampings, since both intrapair interband and 13 interpair transitions are absent at small transferred momenta. Another higher-frequency plasmon mode arises from the intrapair interband channels; furthermore, their strength is weakened by the single-particle excitations (inset in Fig. 8(a) ). However, the intensities of plasmon peaks are obviously reduced in the δ = 1/8 stacking, as indicated in Fig. 7(b) .
This result directly reflects the low-lying distorted Dirac-cone structures (Fig. 2(b) ) with the lower free carrier density and the stronger Landau dampings. As to the plasmon frequencies, only a small enhancement/decrease is revealed in the first/second mode. With the further increasing shift, such plasmon modes present the dramatic changes in their intensities. They might be very weak in the δ = 6/8 and δ = 1 stackings (Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)), or they would be rather difficult to be observed in the energy loss. spectra. The main reason is too low DOS at E F /free carrier density. Finally, the second plasmon peak almost disappears for the δ = 11/8 and δ 12/8 systems (Figs. 7(e) and 7(f)). The intensity of the first plasmon mode is much lower/higher than of AA/AB. Such results should be attributed to the non-vertical Dirac-cone band structure s ( Fig. 2 (2) and 2(f)).
The electron or hole doping can create the rich and unique phenomena in the plasmon peaks of the energy loss spectra, mainly owing to the enhanced asymmetry of energy spectra. For the AA stacking ( Fig. 8(a) ), the frequency and strength of two plasmon modes do not present a simple and monotonous relation in the increase of the Fermi energy, especially for those of the former. For example, the first plasmon mode at E F = 0.4 eV (the blue curve) only presents a weaken peak. The main mechanism is that the Fermi level, being above and close to the Dirac point ( Fig. 2(a) ), has lead to the non-uniform distributions of free electrons and holes. The similar results are revealed in the δ = 1/8 stacking, as indicated in Fig. 8(b) . However, the first/second plasmon of the δ = 6/8 stacking is largely/somewhat strengthened; furthermore, it comes to exist for the AB stacking.
In these two systems, the increase of free conduction electrons is responsible for the enhanced/emergent plasmon mode. At last, the doping effect on the δ = 11/8 and δ = 12/8 stackings is to increase the intensity and frequency of the first plasmon, while it cannot generate the second plasmon mode. Such effect is much stronger than that in the AA 14 stacking (Fig. 7(a) ), being related to the smaller Dirac-point energies (Fig. 2(b) ).
The sliding bilayer systems obviously exhibit the geometry-and doping-diversified 2(e) and 2(f)) are to largely strengthen the collective oscillation frequency of the acoustic plasmon, but it cannot create the higher-frequency optical one. Also noticed ω P of the first mode grows with the increasing Fermi level, and its strength does not present a concise
Obviously, for the sliding pristine bilayer systems, the Coulomb and electromagnetic wave perturbations present rather different bare response functions, mainly due to the non-vertical and vertical scatterings. The electronic excitations frequently appear at a finite transferred momentum, while the optical absorption spectra correspond to the q → 0 transitions. The intrapair intraband excitations are forbidden in the latter, so that the optical gaps come to exist in the semi-metallic AA and AA stackings with the higher 16 free carrier density. There are no square-root asymmetric peaks in the optical spectral functions even at the higher frequency. Only simple shoulders and few logarithmically symmetric peaks are revealed as the optical absorption structures. That is to say, the splitting special structures are absent under the vertical transitions. In short, the Coulomb excitations could provide more information about the shift-enriched energy bands and wave functions, compared with the optical absorptions.
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